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Chef Cory Schreiber opened the Wildwood restaurant in Portland five years ago and has rapidly

become a leading figure in the region&#39;s bustling culinary scene -- winning the James Beard

Award in 1998 for Best Chef: Pacific Northwest. Schreiber emphasizes organic produce prepared in

ways that allow the natural beauty and flavors of the ingredients to shine forth, unobstructed by

fussy embellishments. With its lavish food and landscape photography, inspired recipes, and

passionate personal narrative, Wildwood presents the dishes that have earned Mr. Schreiber

national acclaim, and offers a window into the source of his creativity.
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This beautiful book has been the source of wonderful meals, inspired by the deep, imaginative

recipes, exploring the best of the Pacific Northwest. Schreiber puts his own interesting spin on

classic flavor combinations. Recipes are complex, but are easily broken down into do-able steps.

They are not overly chefy, and have been well tested for home kitchens. This was one of my

favorite cookbooks of the year, and I own a lot of cookbooks.

Many have been the times I have savored the tastes of Cory Schrieber's Pacific Northwest cooking

at his top Wildwood restaurant. To see his philosophy, outlook and family enveloped in these very

real recipes featuring the foods and flavors of this rich region is simply a delight! The way Cory

weaves local and history into the regional introductions of sensuous, but palate-cleansing dishes is



simply amazing.This is a book to be cooked from and curled up with on a rainy afternoon for a good

read, and then to be drawn from the shelf again, and again.

I don't usually buy cookbooks because I prefer to find recipes on internet but this book has a style of

cooking which is natural yet with a special touch and all of the recipes are worth having. I have

bought various copies, for myself and for gifts.

It's a wonderful book of history, Portland people from the past, tradition, and oh yes great

recipes.How did a book about cooking hold me for 1 1/2 hours? Very interesting and very well

written!

This cookbook has some great and innovative recipes. I bought it specifically for the pizza crust

recipe, but just finished preparing the Pinot noir chicken. Fabulous!!! Many favorites for salmon,

clams, and other seafoods, great marinades.

The vendor was terrific...quick and efficient! The book very well packed and in mint condition! This

cookbook is not easy to find. A terrific experience!

a good book full of good recipes - most are beyond my budget, but a few are very good.

Fantastic cookbook. Beautiful photos and recipes that are stunning.Local foods and people. A must

for anyone who enjoys food and life!
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